
Raretimestrader.com: Blog summary and highlights 
 
Here is a summary of the trades and articles shown on my blog since my first posting in March 2012.  

 
• For some winning trades, partial profit was taken before full closure 

• All instruments traded are US listed 

 
Total winning trades =  9 Total %age points gained =  98.5% 

Total losing trades =  6 Total %age points lost =  28.2% 
 

Gains : Losses = 3.49 : 1 
 

Highlights by trade type/ analysis method 

 

Please refer to the 'My methods' page on my blog for the rationale and entry criteria for the trades. Moving average 
crossover and breadth methods are described there also. 

 
RSI divergence trades 

 

Trade Date Gain Link About this trade 

AEM v XAU 02/04/12 25.3% tiny.cc/esu6kw Gold stock pair, an ideal trade 

NBG v SPX 10/09/12 1/3 taken: 13.8% 
1/3 taken: 45.9% 

Last 1/3: -2.2%  

tiny.cc/g27ekw National Bank of Greece. Took some profit on 13/09, 
raised stop loss on 15/10, more profit taken on 29/10 

on bearish divergence, last portion stopped out after the 
divergence played out  

AAPL 17/09/12 1/3 taken: 5.6%  
2/3 taken: 13.2% 

overall: 10.7% 
 

tiny.cc/by9rkw Showed price and relative divergences. Updated on 
26/09 and 01/10, entering short position as of 28/09. 

One third of position closed on 15/10 (as of 12/10), 
stop to break even, remainder closed on 05/11 

 



RSI divergence articles 

 
Date Link Subject 

10/04/12 tiny.cc/wuu6kw Shows bullish divergence on natural gas. Showed stock candidates to take advantage but 
none met entry criteria. Natural gas rallied 90.2% in 6 months from 19/04 low 

28/05/12 tiny.cc/b5v6kw Shows why daily divergences can be used as a profit take but are not rare enough for entry 

signals. Using examples of Emerging markets ETF and EUR v USD 
30/05/12 tiny.cc/45v6kw Shows bullish weekly divergence on US T Bond yield. Followed up on 11 June 

(tiny.cc/hcw6kw) 
10/02/13 tiny.cc/qa6asw Shows daily RSI divergences on Topix Index and Dollar v Yen chart. Shows previous similar 

occurrences and overstretch of currency chart 
11/02/13 tiny.cc/g86bsw Shows how with another move down, coal stocks will make bullish price and relative 

divergences 
18/02/13 tiny.cc/yu5osw Shows what happened to the divergences from the postings made in April and May (above) 

18/02/13 tiny.cc/7j1psw Shows bullish divergence on Newmont Mining (NEM) vs. S&P500 (SPY). Gives entry criteria 
 

 
Bollinger Band trades 

 
Trade Date Gain Link About this trade 

KOF v EWW 16/04/12 14.0% tiny.cc/uvu6kw Mexican stock pair. Position entered on 11/05, four 

weeks after set up identified (tiny.cc/19v6kw) 
XLV v TEVA 14/05/12 4.2% tiny.cc/k1u6kw Good trade. Closed half, stop to break even asap 

GS v EWZ 27/08/12 4.9% tiny.cc/q9u6kw Entered on 03/09 (tiny.cc/xgw6kw). Revised view on 
short side & closed it (tiny.cc/13xekw) 

KUB v NTT 19/11/12 20.0% tiny.cc/iss0nw Based on anticipated Yen weakness. Shows use of pairs 
to find trades that match entry criteria. Closed half on 

24/12 (tiny.cc/izotpw), remaining half on 07/01, based 
on overextension of Yen (tiny.cc/peijqw) 

XLF v XLE 17/12/12 0.0% tiny.cc/g13gpw Entered on 21/12 (tiny.cc/izotpw), stop loss moved to 
break even quickly on 13/01 (tiny.cc/za6uqw) and hit 

on 18/01 (tiny.cc/oum7qw) 
 



Moving average crossover trades 

 
Trade Date Gain Link About this trade 

AZO v NEE 25/09/12 0.0% tiny.cc/6g78kw These have the same rationale: a sector pair having a 
MA crossover, the first for over 4 years. Started well, 

stop loss moved to break even on each trade (30/10) 

(tiny.cc/yxqzmw), then two stopped out at break even 
and the third closed with it (tiny.cc/33qanw). Counted 

as one trade as found together 
ORLY v NEE 25/09/12 0.0% tiny.cc/6g78kw These trades reviewed on 14/01/13 (see articles above) 

AZO v EIX 25/09/12 0.6% tiny.cc/6g78kw  
Avg. gain  0.2%   

 

 

Moving average crossover articles 

 

Date Link Subject 

23/04/12 tiny.cc/hxu6kw Show potential for USD v JPY long term base. This was month before the crossover signal 

was given and informed the search for Japanese a stock pair, on which 20% gain was made 
14/05/12 tiny.cc/t4v6kw Show negative crossover for gold stock relative strength. Correctly highlighted reversionary 

potential within this due to RSI divergence 

27/08/12 tiny.cc/q9u6kw Long term sector rotation with stock examples. Updated on 25/09 (tiny.cc/6g78kw) and on 
15/10 (tiny.cc/02u7lw) 

22/10/12 tiny.cc/l0ilmw Shows ratio of banks index against railroads indices, under a moving average pair for years, 
now a moving average crossover happening. Updated on 19/11 with entry criteria 

(tiny.cc/yrz0nw) 
03/12/12 tiny.cc/kmbrow Shows base for DJ Food Index v InterActive Corp (IACI). Follow up on 13/01, showed 

progress of the base (tiny.cc/za6uqw) 
14/01/13 tiny.cc/efmwqw Show with reference to utility v auto retail trades (see below), that moving average 

crossovers work but take time and do not have defined entry criteria 
28/01/13 tiny.cc/177lrw Follow up on DJ Food Index v InterActive Corp (IACI). Show the 25% gain & probable 

reversion 
04/02/13 tiny.cc/putzrw Shows Limited Brands (LTD) likely to form a moving average crossover on price and has 

already done so relative to S&P500 and financial sector ETF (tiny.cc/putzrw) 



Breadth 
 

I have set out in detail what I can do with breadth analysis, covering two areas: 
 

1 Broad market indicators: on exchanges & capitalisation size groups 
2 Custom indicators on any stock group, using FIRE, the Metastock analysis software add-on 
 

Date Link Subject 

07/05/12 tiny.cc/nov6kw Introducing breadth data 
07/05/12 tiny.cc/3ov6kw New highs and lows data on the NASDAQ and NYSE 

18/06/12 tiny.cc/epv6kw What is the best breadth indicator for the broad market? 
25/06/12 tiny.cc/et68kw The makings of a customisable market breadth product 

25/06/12 tiny.cc/svnggw Exchange wide breadth indicators: how good are they? 
25/06/12 tiny.cc/xb79kw Weekly breadth data: how does it differ and what does it tell us? 

25/06/12 tiny.cc/9c79kw How does market breadth vary by capitalisation size? 

02/07/12 tiny.cc/re79kw Show past examples of breadth divergence marking turning points 
04/07/12 tiny.cc/ag79kw Reconsider 25/06 article on breadth by capitalisation size 

16/07/12 tiny.cc/tjwjhw Introducing FIRE: A package of breadth indicators on any stock group you like 
16/07/12 tiny.cc/f1v6kw Show breadth divergence on consumer staples stocks, identified using FIRE 

27/08/12 tiny.cc/43v6kw Update on consumer staples breadth 
16/10/12 tiny.cc/ffa9lw Showing breadth divergence on S&P 100 Index (large cap stocks) 

16/10/12 tiny.cc/5xiamw Coinciding breadth & momentum divergences: a hindsight example using the mining sector 
22/10/12 tiny.cc/7fqkmw Range bound breadth indicators - breadth extremes & turning points using oil service ETF 

10/12/12 tiny.cc/dhe4ow Are gold stocks oversold on breadth? Show difference between 50 day moving average 
breadth readings and 200 day MA breadth  

28/01/13 tiny.cc/awamrw Highlight that as shown on 10/12/12, gold stocks were not oversold on the long term 
breadth indicator and are still not oversold 

18/02/13 tiny.cc/j3qpsw Show the breadth and RSI divergence on the SPDR Health (XLV). Define trade entry criteria 
25/02/13 tiny.cc/7yw1sw Show gold stock breadth is zero but historically a delay between this and a price low 

 



Losing trades 

 
I will own up to the losing trades.  

 
• 1 major losing trade on RIMM 

• 3 very minor losses (X, NVS, WFC v BXP) 

• Lessons learnt from each, prompting adjustments to the methodologies 
• Closure of trades on new lows or when problems seen has saved further loss 

 
Trade Date Loss Link About this trade/ lessons/ methodology changes 

RSI divergence    
RIMM v NDX 24/04/12 -13.0% tiny.cc/nyu6kw Divergence failed to hold. Position closed on 03/05 

(tiny.cc/9kw6kw). Single news sensitive stocks may not be the 
best for picking divergent lows, indices may be better 

Bollinger Bands    
IAI v EEM 26/03/12 -6.5% tiny.cc/tpu6kw Led to requirement for a breakout in the direction of a clearly 

trending moving average 
ADM v SLE 03/04/12 -5.0% tiny.cc/0tu6kw Entered on 13/04. Exited on 08/05 (tiny.cc/9kw6kw). Review point 

is that each side of a pair must be justifiable against the SPX, not 
just used because it fits the entry criteria 

X 14/05/12 -1.1% tiny.cc/z2u6kw Short trade entered on 18/05 (tiny.cc/io58kw), closed shortly after 

(tiny.cc/cdw6kw). Saw contradiction of a consolidating stock in a 
market uptrend (Bollinger Band contraction) being oversold 

against the market 
NVS 14/05/12 -0.5% tiny.cc/z2u6kw Similar story as for X 

WFC v BXP 26/11/12 -2.1% tiny.cc/h3beow Entered on 21/12 (tiny.cc/izotpw) but lacked an external driver 
like the Yen (see KUB v NTT) and so didn't follow through. Took a 

small loss on a move back below the upper band (tiny.cc/5a0kqw) 
Review point is that the best trades will have an external driver  
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